RNA polymerase II transcription complexes may become arrested if the nascent RNA is shortened to less than 50 nucleotides.
A significant fraction of RNA polymerase II transcription complexes become arrested when halted within a particular initially transcribed region after the synthesis of 23-32-nucleotide RNAs. If polymerases are halted within the same sequence at a promoter-distal location, they remain elongation-competent. However, when the RNAs within these promoter-distal complexes are truncated to between 21 and 48 nucleotides, many of the polymerases become arrested. The degree of the arrest correlates very well with the length of the RNA in both the promoter-proximal and -distal complexes. This effect is also observed when comparing promoter-proximal and promoter-distal complexes halted over a completely different sequence. The unusual propensity of many promoter-proximal RNA polymerase II complexes to arrest may therefore be recreated in promoter-distal complexes simply by shortening the nascent RNA. Thus, the transition to full elongation competence by RNA polymerase II is dependent on the synthesis of about 50 nt of RNA, and this transition is reversible. We also found that arrest is facilitated in promoter-distal complexes by the hybridization of oligonucleotides to the transcript between 30 and 45 bases upstream of the 3'-end.